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Abstract. In this paper, we present the implementation of Multi-touch Table 
(MTT) to support the Military Decision Making. The need of the multi-touch 
table technology is essential for effective and efficient outcome especially in the 
Malaysian Environment Army. The decision making process is also integral to 
successful performance of the battlefield. The military decision making process 
emphasized on timely decision making, the understanding between command-
er’s intent and staff besides the clear responsibility of the commander and staff. 
Therefore, the crux of this paper is on how to optimize the military decision 
making process through the Critical Success Factors (CSFs) that have been 
identified from preliminary study. By adapting the Critical Success Factors 
(CSFs), all the concepts, ideas and arguments can be brainstorm clearly and  
effectively around the Multi-touch Table which further gives advantages in  
visualizing, organizing and manipulating the data/information amongst military 
officers. The adaptation of the elements in Critical Success Factors (CSFs) also 
will promote the communication between commander and staff in the activities 
that involved visualizing the battle-space, describing the visualization to subor-
dinates/staff, directing action in terms of the battlefield operating system and 
leading the unit to mission accomplishment. This paper also will present the 
findings and results obtained from series of questionnaires and interviews 
amongst Subject Matter Experts (SME) in the domain of Military Decision 
Making. Based on preliminary study indicated that the Criticality of elements  
in Critical Success Factors (CSFs) in supporting the process of military decision 
making. One big issue or dilemma in planning and execution of military  
decision making is the Commanding Officer (CO) need to rely fully on the sub-
ordinate officers’ coordination ability and to understand effectively of the  
consequences each ‘Course of Action’ (COA) suggested by subordinates  
officers. The application of Multi-touch Table will be benefited in term of the 
medium used in supporting the discussion and brainstorming session between 
the Commanding Officer (CO) and the subordinate staff. Decision makers will 
refer to the shared display together at the same time with different orientations. 
Multi-touch Table is interactive table that becoming affordable in commonplac-
es such as in offices, universities and homes. This technology offers the world 
possibilities such as task engagement, face-to-face communication, social  
interaction dynamics and simultaneous input contribution. In the nut shell,  
the appropriate medium such as Multi-touch Table will put the positive impact 
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towards the process in military decision making and addition to this point  
the adaptation of Critical Success Factors (CSFs) may give a lot of advantages 
specifically in planning and execution of military decision making. 

Keywords: Multi-Touch Table, Military Decision Making, Critical Success 
Factors (CSFs), Command and Control (C2). 

1 Introduction  

Decision making has been researched from a number of paradigms, including the 
classical decision making approach which advocates a logical, rational, analytical 
approach to decision making suited to military planning and naturalistic decision 
making which reflects decision making in uncertain and dynamic military operational 
environments (Daley, 2007). Decisions in a military context, is characterized as 
“command and control” (C2) decision making and this category features high-level 
integration of near real-time information for the purpose of deciding how best to util-
ize force application in a battle environment under varying degrees of uncertainty and 
time pressures (George, 2008). 

Besides, the data and information need to be presented in the collaborative and ef-
fective interface. According to Hancock et.al (2006), the surface of Multi-touch Table 
gives advantages in terms of the vast, horizontal surface and multiple users may use it 
in the same time. The application of Multi-touch Table offers one type of mechanism 
that enables the users to change the orientation of the interface by using one touch or 
multiple fingers. By this way, the users can easily and freely rotate the display orien-
tation that suit and appropriate to them. This can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The application of Multi-touch Table by multiple users at the same time, different  
orientations 

Furthermore, there are others research that have been proved the advantages of 
Multi-touch Table as a tool or technology which very helpful especially in communi-
cation and interaction. Based on research conducted by Cummings et.al (2011), stated 
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that the Multi-touch Table technology is effective and efficient tool for handling the 
situation that involved with a huge amount of data/information regardless displayed in 
one time and this data/information are the main focus of discussion. Moreover,  
research by Scott (2010), also proved that the application of Multi-touch Table will 
assist and support the process of military decision making in collaborative setting 
specifically. 

Based on the facts, the implementation of Multi-touch Table will enhance the 
communication and interaction, the elements in Critical Success Factors (CSFs) in 
order to support the “command and control” process in military. By putting the com-
munication and interaction as factors that contributing the success in military decision 
making, supporting with the level of Situational Awareness (SA) and Working expe-
rience, will promote the decision making amongst military staffs and Commanding 
Officer (CO). The elements of Critical Success Factor (CSFs) needed to be empha-
sized in order to optimize the decision making process. According to (Burns, 2000), 
situation/shared awareness as the construction of “mental models” to describe, explain 
and predict a situation. In particular, (Endsley, 2000) proposes that there are three (3) 
levels of situation/shared awareness as follows : 

i. “description” (of situational elements) 
ii. “explanation” (of the current situation) 
iii. “prediction” (of future states and actions) 

Based on preliminary study that have been conducted, thirty (30) respondents from 
military peoples have answered to the questionnaire sample and the findings depicted 
that three (3) major factors currently most contributing to optimize the military  
decision making are Communication and Interaction (40%) followed by Shared 
Awareness (20%). This is depicted in Figure 2.0 as follows. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Figure 2.0: Critical Success Factor (CSFs) in Military Decision Making 
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2 Preliminary Analysis 

The preliminary analysis has been conducted in order to have the feedback and  
responses on the current problem in the planning and execution of military decision 
making process. The set of questionnaires have been disseminated amongst thirty (30) 
respondents involving captains at battalion level. The result can be depicted as follow 
in Table 1.0.  

Table 1. Result from questionnaires’ respondents from MINDEF, Kuala Lumpur 

Item 
No. 

Question and Answer/s Percentage 
(%) 

9G Currently, is there any system/tools used to support 
your department in the process of decision making? If 
YES, please state. 

Non (93.3%) 

C 11 The following are the problems or constraints in the 
process of decision making. Please indicate how critical 
these problems are in affecting the decision maker, based 
on the given scale. 

(I3) : Communication between decision maker to staff 
(CO) (I6) : Situational Awareness 

(I7) : Experiences  

Very Critical & 
Critical 

 
(40%) & (20%)  
(20%) & (44%)  
(23%) & (4%)  

I3 According to list below, please identify the importance 
of the tools/applications in order to support the process of 
decision making based on the given scale. 

          (K4) : ‘Multi-touch Table/ Touch screen’. 

(50%) 

3 Findings of Preliminary Study 

Based on the research outcomes from Table 1, the conclusions can be made as  
follows:  

i. There is (93.3%) responded that non of system/tool that currently used to support 
the process of military decision making. Otherwise (6.7%) stated that there is a sys-
tem/tool used in their unit such as simulation to support their decision making 
process. This statement can clearly be seen in Figure 3.0 below. 

ii. The factors that contributing to Critical Success Factor (CSFs) are communication 
and interaction amongst military officers besides the importance of Situational Aware-
ness (SA). Situational awareness is needed to achieve the mission goal. Moreover, the 
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Fig. 5. Practicality 
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